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I was on my way to work last week when my attention was drawn to a large red sign announcing the
start of a closing down sale at a local hardware store. This was of interest to me as for a while now
we had been considering changing a few things around the house and had decided to start with
something small like the UPVC doors, handles and locks. These had been in use for quite a few
years now and since we had changed the colour schemes and the furniture in the house, the UPVC
door handles in particular did not seem to be in keeping with the style of the rest of the house.

After work I decided to pop into the store and see if anything was available which would suit my
needs. When I actually got there I realised that there had been no need to rush since a sale in a
hardware store was not at the same level as a sale in a different kind of store such as a clothes or
shoe store. There was no mad rush of traffic and a parking spot was easily available. Upon entering
the store, there were no long queues at the checkout and the number of customers seemed to be
the same as there usually was on a work day.

I found an assistant without too much trouble and told him what I was looking for. I located the
correct aisle and shelf and managed to find just the thing that I was after, a set of matching UPVC
doors handles of the style and finish that I was looking for. While there I also managed to look at
some window frames and then completing my purchases I left with some new ideas for home
improvements and it made sense to fit them in while this handy sale was still on.

On the way home my thoughts wondered to windows and I remembered something from my
childhood. Whilst there have been some famous windows in the history of movies and literature;
think about the film â€œRear Windowâ€• and the famous window shown behind Juliet in the balcony scene
of Romeo and Juliet, my favourite was from the childrenâ€™sâ€™ programme â€œPlay Schoolâ€• which always had
a section where they would show a clip from the outside world of something interesting.

This clip would always be preceded with the words â€œletâ€™s look out of the â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. window!â€• The dots do
not indicate bad language or a gap in the hostâ€™s memory; they are where the shape of the window
would be mentioned. Let me clarify; there were three windows, the round window, the square
window and the arch window. Each of these would be chosen in turn and the anticipation was huge
for a child to see which window would be selected each time. I know that all this has nothing to do
with UPVC door handles, but that is just the way that my mind often works.
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